FLOOR PEDESTALS

LEGRAND POP UP PEDESTALS

LEGRAND SINGLE POP UP PEDESTAL CRADLE
0 540 00

LEGRAND SINGLE POP UP PEDESTAL COMPLETE
0 540 10

LEGRAND DOUBLE POP UP PEDESTAL CRADLE
0 540 02

LEGRAND DOUBLE POP UP PEDESTAL COMPLETE
0 540 12

4 MOD AND 8 MOD POP UP PEDESTALS ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

FLOOR PEDESTALS
F6 AND F9 - SINGLE AND DOUBLE PEDESTALS

FD 6 SINGLE AND FD 6 DOUBLE PEDESTAL

FD 9 SINGLE AND FD 9 DOUBLE PEDESTAL

DRAW BOX PRE-GALVANIZED SHEET

UNDERFLOOR DUCTING AVAILABLE ON REQUEST